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What is Managed Security?
Managed Security Services take on may difference aspects in the IT and consulting worlds today. To
present this outline for our service, we must define what Managed Security is at Jigsaw Security and
why it’s important. In many cases companies are threats from the Internet, competitors, state sponsored
threat actors, hackers and identity thieves. The threats facing us today are growing year over year while
available budgets are shrinking. No longer can companies continue to try and outspend our adversaries.
Threats posed by threat actors are becoming more sophisticated and difficult to detect and prevent. Part
of the reason is because we can never eliminate the human element of computing and partly because
the information needed by companies to defend themselves is costly and hard to leverage in a proactive
manner. Many of the solutions provided are reactive in nature which means that you don’t even know
there is a problem until you have already been infected. This is the wrong approach. While no solution
will protect against 100% of the threats out there, the Jigsaw solution provides a great way to stop
threats within any IT organization’s budget using simple and effective technologies that are purpose
built.
In short companies are huge machines with many moving parts in which security is often an
afterthought. Jigsaw removes this issue by provide solutions that provide more at a cheaper cost using
best of breed software to automate many of the functions in the enterprise related to security.
Companies have long standing traditions that cause issues in the security space. Companies can be torn
apart by scandals or data breaches and it’s easier and more cost effective and efficient to utilize the
proven framework provided by Jigsaw Security.
In short Cybercrime is a $600 billion issue where our adversaries are well funded with high degrees of
success because people click, forget to patch or have no idea how to deploy real proactive security
measures.
Keep reading to learn what we offer and how we are different than other Managed Security Providers.
In short many MSP’s are using Jigsaw software, intelligence and operational procedures to be
successful in the security space. For less than the cost of a single security engineer’s salary, your
company too can benefit from the Jigsaw Protection Model.

Managed Security with Jigsaw technology
•

Threat Intelligence – What has happened at our client and customer sites. Reports from partners
to include DHS, other Intel providers, other customers and clients and by Jigsaw enabled big
data solutions.

•

DNS Sinkhole – Once something has been seen, block it to protect everybody else. Using RPZ
to effectively protect entire networks without having to deploy Anti-Virus technology that
misses
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Incident Response – Patient Zero is recorded in our platform and immediately protects all of our
other customer preventing the threat actor from having future success, stopping the threat in it’s
tracks

•

Forensics – Utilizing network and workstation forensics to get to the bottom and to the root
reason a threat actor attacked in the first place

•

Human Intelligence – Whether you believe it or not, human based intelligence is the highest
quality information gathered that can be used to keep an organization safe. Your reputation is
worth both your current value and your future earnings, think about that for a minute.

•

Security Consulting – While we provide IT based risk assessments, many of today’s threats are
successful because companies fail to check their assets including their people. Many times,
insider threats are the root cause of a successful attack in the first place. Rooting out insider
threats should be a high priority.

Products Provided by Jigsaw Security
Jigsaw Analytic Platform
In order to be the best of breed in the MSP space, Jigsaw Security has created a product known as the
Jigsaw Security Analytic Platform. This platform brings all security related information into a single
system, single interface with controls in place to ensure continued compliance, monitoring of systems
status and employee activity. Other solutions have bits and pieces, but our solution is the first solution
that can ingest every type of data into a single platform and integrate external data sources and
applications directly into our web-based interface.

Jigsaw Threat Intelligence
Jigsaw Security provides real time, up to date and relevant intelligence information to our customers in
an automated way through machine updates. Our threat feed allows you to see what is happening not
only in your industry but across the board in all industries. Our Threat Intelligence contains more data
that is accurate than any other commercial solution in existence. Merging proprietary data, threat feeds,
open source and closed source human-based intelligence into our MISP (Malware Information Sharing
Platform) so that Jigsaw and other brands of security appliances and forensics software can consume
the data.

Investigations and Background Checks
Many times, companies fail to accurately assess the risk of their human elements. Jigsaw Security
provides comprehensive backgrounds and background check updates after a person has been hired.
When a current employee is brought up on charges, you should be aware of those charges and the
impact that it may have on that person’s ability to safeguard your corporate secrets and proprietary
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information. Many companies only do background checks upon hiring whereas Jigsaw Security
provides rolling investigative services to ensure that any new condition is not only known but
documented for the employee and divisions affected. Pre-hire background checks only show a person’s
history and not what they have done since being hired by your company. Ongoing suitability should
always be a concern for your company as it directly impacts your ability to keep your proprietary
secrets safe.

Automated Defenses
Jigsaw Security believes that to protect against most IT threats that automated protection must be
utilized. Our solution prevents APT actors from infecting your network. If you are not patient zero, you
will be protected because as soon as we observe activity at one customer, all customers are protected
from that threat automatically in the future. This crowd-sourcing of intelligence information is the key
to our IT protection model and success. This is why managed security providers use the Jigsaw
solution, we have data from our MSP customers and from other commercial sources available in an
easy to use format that can be customized to protect you regardless of how you use the data. Our
protection appliance (FirstWatch) protects mail servers, phishing, APT attacks, malware, viruses,
malicious ad servers, etc.

Alerting and Tipping
When something happens we all know that security incident event managers are what has traditionally
been done to alert the security operations team to issues, but what about changes in conditions? Can
your company tell when a employee was charged with a computer crime in another geographical
location? What about domestic violence convictions? What about protective orders? Can you tell when
an employee has been charged with a DWI or what effect that may have on their ability to perform their
job duties? Alerting and tipping is a term used to describe what Jigsaw Security does for our customers.
When credentials are stolen or show up on the dark web, we alert you to this activity. Do you know
when your employees are arriving and leaving for the day or how many times they are signed into the
network? Get Jigsaw Analytic Platform and learn how Alerting and Tipping can monitor parameters to
detect real world issues.

Incident Ticketing and Response
To keep track of cases and events, you must have a ticketing system. Jigsaw Security provides a highly
robust big data enabled ticketing system option for our clients and MSP partners. We have a fully
integrated solution that talks natively to our Threat Intelligence to tell you about your case while your
entering the information. You can instantly see if any other security engineers have encountered the
same information as you type in the information.

Auditing and Compliance
Have you checked to make sure all systems are patched and locked down? Do you know what
employees have connected their personal devices to the network? Have you had penetration testing
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done. With the Jigsaw Security MSP solution set, you can do that and more. Run the GovReady-Q
compliance server or get a traditional penetration test easily and under your Non-Disclosure
Agreement. Our auditing uncovers risk 100% of the time or you don’t pay. Period! Let’s secure the
holes before the adversaries exploit them.

Physical Security
Active shooting events, theft, workplace violence and other concerns are valid threats in today’s
workplace. Jigsaw Security has experience dealing with many of these concerns and issues. Our proven
methods ensure that attackers are contained not only in your network but also in the physical space.
Physical security is challenging but can go a long way toward keeping your people and assets safe.

Training
Jigsaw Security University provides security training such as Technical Surveillance Countermeasures
and Insider Threat Annual Training to comply with NISP requirements, corporate compliance and
insurance and other types of virtual and onsite training. Our trainers utilize many frameworks to
include SANS as well as custom developed courses for our clients.
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The Jigsaw Challenge
Other companies talk threat security, intelligence and security but we have over 20 years experience
proving our capabilities and products. If our solutions didn’t work, MSP’s would be building their own
but they learn the hard way that getting to this point in the security arena is not easy. It tooks Jigsaw 3
years of continuous work to come up with a platform the could support our global operations.
We invite you to install our sensors for 30 days. You can protect all of your workstations with one
simple change to DNS to point to our DNS appliances. If we don’t stop a threat in 30 days you can
keep the sensor for free and we will go on our way. If we stop the treat and prevent infections, pay for
our sensor and come on board as a Jigsaw MSP customer. Our solutions are battle proven best of breed
products that utilize commonly used hardware and software.
Deploy our VM’s and go. It really is that easy. Get a single dashboard to see what threats we are
stopping in real time.

Jigsaw Security Enterprise Inc
1545 Crossways Blvd Suite 250 Chesapeak, VA 23320
(800) 447-2150 Ext. 1 for more information or assistance
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